Friday, December 19, 2014

12:08 PM

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl
33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to
InventSomething! ...Next Revolution will be won by MD
women!

12-19-14 Mary @ Christmas is God's Inventor of which Bright
Stars to Journey to... Pakistani Jets dropped 77 Nukes all
made in Pakistan in 2014 and paid for by Pentagon money
to help kill militants who killed 148 school children. 1984 II
Numb Nuts will fire off several Newly Made 2014 Model
Nukes... Vietnam Vet Psychopaths at City Hall Key West + 1984
II HQ. Paid Pakistan to build 100 Nukes in 2014. For the first
time in two decades, a new treatment has been shown to
limit the damage from a common, devastating type of
stroke. Cost is $65K and 100 Million in Pakistan will need
this stent to clean a clot in the brain. Bush do the math.
Brains at Yale let Bush graduate when he really didn't pass
any courses, grin. Let alone Brain 101. Oh Yale University
does not offer Brain 101 but to Medical Students!
12 19 14 Mary @ Christmas is God's Inventor of which Bright
Stars to Journey to... Cuba + Stage 4 BC. "Hunger Games"
movies needs to include stage 4 BC... we need to hack Sony
for suppressing Stage 4 BC in its movies! I watched the first
"Hunger Games" movie last night on Amazon. I saw the other
2 and Fiery Cop Cars; Just Fire and in our 1984 II Society I
thought Bush managed to suppress Google search for Fiery
Cop Cars so Papoose at Sandia Labs got "Fiery and yes burns:
in all 3 Hunger Games Movies, wow! Revolution on the
gasoline car! Mary at 67 has never gotten a drivers license,
she will for the 2015 ElectricWindmillFord Escort, grin!
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12-19-14 Mary @ Christmas is God's Inventor of which Bright
Stars to Journey to... Miami mayor opposes a Cuban
consulate in his city... Miami Mayor opposes a 155 Story Yale
Paris Medical School built on a Eiffel Tower Structure being
built in Miami... to get 1,001 Nobels in Medicine a year!!
12 19 14 Wise Mary not wise men in our 1984 II Society so
Bright Stars to Journey to... picked by MD women with $777
Trillion dollars confiscated from their Pentagon "War Chest"
Art War the "Art of War" by a China man who smoked to
much... and gave up on marriage to women doctors + the
stars + the Universe!

12-19-14 Mary @ Christmas is God's Inventor of which Bright
Stars to Journey to... STOP gas station hold ups in Miami +
Paris!! Mary walked down 39 Steps night before last night
drunk on Wine Room alcohol. Menopausal women who suffer
hot flashes are nearly twice as likely to later suffer hip
fractures, one of the most debilitating injuries of old age,
according to a new study by a UCLA medical school
professor. I think Wine Rooms with 39 steps you have to walk
down make old women 67 years old with a cane from a fall
last month more likely... than hot flashes, grin! It's not
funny but some of the 1984 II Observers who stay and watch
Mary walk down these steps will laugh behind the cameras!
When she falls, not if she falls.
12-19-14 Mary @ Christmas is God's Inventor of which Bright
Stars to Journey to... Legal Polygamous Marriage with the
contract spelling out 99% of all conversations shall be about
1,001 Invention Projects.
12-19-14 Mary @ Christmas is God's Inventor of which Bright
Stars to Journey to... Bible Star in a 1984 II Society with laser
guided ElectricWindmillFord Escorts for your Christmas
Presents soon as the
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12-19-14 Mary @ Christmas is God's Inventor of which Bright
Stars to Journey to... mesmerizing win 8.2 fix's to a Stage 4
Cure + NASA H @ -254 C 1 trillion free cans! Retribution and
revenge for cans of gas @ $4.
12-19-14 Mary @ Christmas is God's Inventor of which Bright
Stars to Journey to... Pakistani jets and ground forces killed
77 militants in a northwestern tribal region near the
Afghan border, the army said Friday, days after Taliban
fighters killed 148 people - most of them children - in a
school massacre.

12-19-14 Mary @ Christmas is God's Inventor of which Bright
Stars to Journey to... Pakistani Jets dropped 77 Nukes all
made in Pakistan in 2014 and paid for by Pentagon money
to help kill militants who killed 148 school children.
12-19-14 Mary @ Christmas is God's Inventor of which Bright
Stars to Journey to... On July 20, 2012, Holmes barged into
Aurora’s Century 16 Theater during the midnight premiere
of “The Dark Knight Rises.” He shot and killed 12 moviegoers
and injured another 58.On July 20, 2012, Holmes barged
into Aurora’s Century 16 Theater during the midnight
premiere of “The Dark Knight Rises.” He shot and killed 12
moviegoers and injured another 58.
12-19-14 Mary @ Christmas is God's Inventor of which Bright
Stars to Journey to... “The Dark Knight Rises.” Vietnam Vet
Psychopaths at City Hall Key West + 1984 II HQ. Paid
Pakistan to build 100 Nukes in 2014.
12-19-14 Mary @ Christmas is God's Inventor of which Bright
Stars to Journey to... “The Dark Knight Rises.” Wise Men at
the Pentagon followed the “The Dark Knight Rises.” Not the 3
Nearest Stars to Earth which are not on any Christmas Cards
this year but will be next year.
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12-19-14 Mary @ Christmas is God's Inventor of which Bright
Stars to Journey to... Putin vows to continue Russia's
ambitious military modernization plan despite ...
Cosmonauts Coup plans in Moscow! Astronauts have no Coup
Plans for the Pentagons $777 Trillion War Chest, War Art
and the Art of War.
12-19-14 Mary @ Christmas is God's Inventor of which Bright
Stars to Journey to... Miami mayor opposes a Cuban
consulate in his city... Miami Mayor opposes a 155 Story Yale
Paris Medical School built on a Eiffel Tower Structure being
built in Miami... to get 1,001 Nobels in Medicine a year!!
12-19-14 Mary @ Christmas is God's Inventor of which Bright
Stars to Journey to... Laser guided Navy Jets are a war crime
when laser guided 1980 ElectricWindmillCar came first...
"Crash outside Christmas concert: Kindergartner is 4th to
die" Los Angeles Times - A 6-year-old boy is the fourth victim
to die from his injuries after a crowd of people was struck by
a car following a Christmas concert outside a church in
Redondo Beach, coroner's officials said Friday.
12-19-14 Mary @ Christmas is God's Inventor of which Bright
Stars to Journey to... Hospital iPhone6 + cams are the
Hospital Police HQ's far away from the cover ups... Syracuse,
N.Y. -- The federal government is cutting payments to Crouse
Hospital and Upstate University Hospital for having high
rates of patient infections and other avoidable
complications.

12-19-14 Mary @ Christmas is God's Inventor of which Bright
Stars to Journey to... Cuba nationalized all USA companies.
Not for stifling a cure for cancer. -Double blow for Roche as
breast cancer, Alzheimer's studies fail. Roche in Switzerland
if we can get the CIA to hack its email will prove they want a
Rx not a Overnight Miracle cure for Stage 4 BC. Put it in the
H2O if it works. Roche made this research off limits with the
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H2O if it works. Roche made this research off limits with the
help of Bill + Melinda Gates Foundation + Microsoft as they
also refused the Win 8.2 fix that would have pre-loaded this
invention project in windows 10 to research the cure for
Stage 4 BC in the water!
12-19-14 Mary @ Christmas is God's Inventor of which Bright
Stars to Journey to... Gravity Bombs... Star Travel to the 52
nearest Stars... Gravity Bombs secret weapon not the Gravity
Engine to blast off to the nearest 52 Stars to check up on Gods
work in the neighborhood, grin!
12-19-14 Mary @ Christmas is God's Inventor of which Bright
Stars to Journey to... Star that will burn its H for the next 4
trillion years is one of three nearest stars. 3 Christmas Stars
for a 1984 II laser guided Society.
12-19-14 Mary @ Christmas is God's Inventor of which Bright
Stars to Journey to...
12-19-14 Mary @ Christmas is God's Inventor of which Bright
Stars to Journey to...
12-19-14 Mary @ Christmas is God's Inventor of which Bright
Stars to Journey to...

12-18-14 Greg Admires Mary in our 1984 II Society Hello
Beautiful... you got Cuba Freed now Greg and Stage 4 BC so
we can save the lives of Cuban Women with stage 4 BC for
next Christmas... who the Hell in our 1984 II Society waiting
to free Cuba also killed millions of SWF with Breast Cancer
with Cuba Oil + Breast Cancer Embargo... Greg + Mary
working 24/7 since long before 9/11... electricWindmillFord
Escort 1980
12-18-14 Greg Admires Mary in our 1984 II Society Hello
Beautiful...
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12-18-14 Key West Newspaper Today about Cuba not Stage 4
Breast Cancer... 'This is a Hallelujah Day' BY SANDRA
FREDERICK Citizen Staff Key West. Mandy Miles should write
about Cuba on Sunday, she will or will not type "stage 4" in
her article will be interesting to 1984 II women who have
Stage 4 BC and want Greg + Mary to get a Pardon by our
1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators... Vietnam Vet Psychopaths at
City Hall Key West + 1984 II HQ.
12-18-14 “This is a 1984 II game changer” for Cuba + Stage
4 BC women in the USA.

12-18-14 “This is a 1984 II game changer” for Stage 4 BC
women in the USA...
12-18-14 Greg Admires Mary - Stage 4 BC MD community,
stunned by U.S. policy shift... Cuba, now will they let Greg, +
Mary work 24/7 on Stage 4 BC Rx Cure????????????????????
12-18-14 Greg Admires Mary in our 1984 II Society Hello
Beautiful... Miami, heart of Cuban exile community,
stunned by U.S. policy shift" By Patricia Mazzei and
Christina Veiga- pmazzei@MiamiHerald.com
12-18-14 “Every Nochebuena we say, ‘Next year in Cuba,’”
12-18-14 USA Stage 4 BC women say... Next year the 1980
ElectricWindmillFord Escort and Gregs Cure for Stage 4 BC...
12-18-14 Key West Newspaper Today about Cuba not Stage 4
Breast Cancer... 'This is a Hallelujah Day' BY SANDRA
FREDERICK Citizen Staff Key West. Mandy Miles should write
about Cuba on Sunday, she will or will not type "stage 4" in
her article will be interesting to 1984 II women who have
Stage 4 BC and want Greg + Mary to get a Pardon by our
1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators... Psychopaths at City Hall Key
West + 1984 II HQ.
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12-18-14 Shock reverberated through Stage 4 BC women with
the news about Cuba and hope the inventor of the
electricwindmillcar in 1980 will be put under 1984 II House
Arrest and let to work on an Apple Macbook Pro 24/7 with
many wives the Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer.
Vetenam Vets sucker punched all the BC women who died
from 1980 to 2014 to get revenge on Greg. Sick Psychopaths at
City Hall Key West + 1984 II HQ.
12-18-14 Shock reverberated through Miami, the heart of the
exile community, where detractors lambasted the policy
shift — and the Democratic president — for what they called
a betrayal. A frenzy of reporters and politicians descended
on Versailles Restaurant in Little Havana, a mecca of
traditional anti-Castro sentiment.

12-18-14 Greg Admires Mary in our 1984 II Society Hello
Beautiful... you got Cuba Freed now Greg and Stage 4 BC so
we can save the lives of Cuban Women with stage 4 BC for
next Christmas... who the Hell in our 1984 II Society waiting
to free Cuba also killed millions of SWF with Breast Cancer
with Cuba Oil + Breast Cancer Embargo... Greg + Mary
working 24/7 since long before 9/11... electricWindmillFord
Escort 1980
12-18-14 Greg Admires Mary in our 1984 II Society Hello
Beautiful... 2000 Miami gas station hold up when you were
sucker punched and needed 200 stitches worked a 1984 II
Realization or just Leak from Greg putting the African Male
sucker punched French women at the same time Mary was
sucker Punched at a Miami gas station hole up in 2000.
Statistics will be like pulling teeth out of the CIA Director. I
Mention this now as I will get teeth pulled for rest of my
dentures today if Mary was super Amazing in our 1984 II
Society, She freed Cuba now the real test can she free Mary +
Greg to work on Stage 4 BC on Christmas Day...
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12-18-14 Greg Admires Mary in our 1984 II Society Hello
Beautiful... NY Times yesterday by Pollack. FDA approves
system that may in 30 years make blood safe. Hello, Mary + I
will fly to Paris and get the Pasteur HQ moving faster than
light to make a list of iApps for MacBook Pro on how to
pasteurization of blood and other items... can surpass
Pasteurization of Milk and how to pasteurize milk for years
without refrigeration invention projects.

12-18-14 Greg Admires Mary in our 1984 II Society Hello
Beautiful... Miami, heart of Cuban exile community,
stunned by U.S. policy shift" By Patricia Mazzei and
Christina Veiga- pmazzei@MiamiHerald.com
12-18-14 Greg Admires Mary in our 1984 II Society Hello
Beautiful... Giving a stroke patient tPA cost about $11,100.
Using one of the new devices could cost $23,000... doctors
used a new type of snare to grab the clots. It is a stent,
basically a small wire cage, on the end of a catheter that is
inserted in the groin and threaded through an artery to the
brain. When the tip of the catheter reaches the clot, the stent
is opened and pushed into the clot. It snags the clot,
allowing the doctor to withdraw the catheter and pull out
the stent with the clot attached.
12-18-14 “This is a game changer” The three-year results
suggest not only an immediate benefit for patients treated
with Boston Scientific's NexStent® Carotid Stent and
FilterWire EZ™ Embolic Protection System, but also a longerterm benefit in reducing the incidence of stroke over time,"
said Dr. Hopkins, Co-Principal Investigator of the CABERNET
and BEACH clinical trials. "In particular, the CABERNET
three-year trial results are very encouraging and continue
to demonstrate the long-term efficacy and durability
associated with Boston Scientific's NexStent Carotid Stent
when used with the Company's FilterWire EZ Embolic
Protection System in treating patients at high risk for
carotid endarterectomy."
http://news.bostonscientific.com/index.php?s=24889&item=
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http://news.bostonscientific.com/index.php?s=24889&item=
59008

12-18-14 Greg Admires Mary in our 1984 II Society Hello
Beautiful... Florida Gov. Rick Scott also sharply criticized
Obama's plans to normalize relations with Cuba + Free Greg
+ Mary to work 24/7 Christmas Day 2014 on a Rx cure for
Stage 4 BC.
12-18-14 Greg Admires Mary in our 1984 II Society Hello
Beautiful...

ElectricWindmillFord Escort... Paris Gas Stations hold ups by
African Men gave French women 200 stitches from sucker
punching them at the gas station hold up out of hate for the
French Owned Oil Company total... you would never know
about if I didn't write about it here!!
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Paris Gas Stations hold ups by African Men gave French
women 200 stitches you would never know about if I didn't
write about it here!!
12-18-14 Greg Admires Mary in our 1984 II Society Hello
Beautiful...
12-18-14 Key West Newspaper Today about Cuba not Stage 4
Breast Cancer... 'This is a Hallelujah Day' BY SANDRA
FREDERICK Citizen Staff Key West. Mandy Miles should write
about Cuba on Sunday, she will or will not type "stage 4" in
her article will be interesting to 1984 II women who have
Stage 4 BC and want Greg + Mary to get a Pardon by our
1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators... Psychopaths at City Hall Key
West + 1984 II HQ.
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12-17-14 Mary the Wives Inspiration... The carnage began
around 3:30 a.m. Monday in Souderton, where cops say
Stone, armed with a gun and a “cutting object,” killed his
ex-wife’s sister, Patricia Flick, her husband, Aaron Flick and
the couple’s 14-year-old daughter, Nina Flick. There, Stone
also gravely wounded 17-year-old Anthony Flick, who
remains hospitalized in very serious, but stable, condition
after fighting off the attacker, Ferman said. Stone then went
to Lansdale, where he murdered his ex-wife’s mother, Joanne
Hill, and grandmother, Patricia Hill, Ferman said. The
spree ended with the cold-blooded killing of Nicole Hill at
her apartment with the estranged couple’s children nearby.
Police found a cellphone with videos recorded by Stone near
the body, according to local reports. She would tell anybody
who would listen that he was going to kill her and that she
was really afraid for her life." Stone served in the Marines
between 2002 and 2008 and deployed at least once to Iraq.
He suffered from post-traumatic stress disorder... via killing
1,001 women + children in Iraq. Stone was in therapy as
part of his supervision for a DUI. Drunk Men in the USA
killed 19K women in 2014. Yes the Top Brass know all about
this and refuse to use Homeland Security to save 19K
women's lives. Wow!!
12-17-14 Mary the Wives Inspiration... Joy Rx Perfume Cure
for Psychopaths... generally do not feel fear and fail to
consider the emotions of others, or reflect upon their
behavior—traits that make them notoriously difficult to
treat.

12-17-14 Mary the Wives Inspiration... 99% of the
Conversations are about 1,001 Invention Projects that will be
pre-loaded on Macbook Air + Pro not Windows 10.
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pre-loaded on Macbook Air + Pro not Windows 10.
12-17-14 Mary the Wives Christmas 2014 1984 II Genius of
Inspiration... U.S.-Russia locked in Cold War race to deploy
submarine drones, there goes her $10 Trillion for Stage 4 BC
cure by Christmas 2015!

12-17-14 Key West Navy must have built 155 Story Super Subs
with their $777 Trillion in BP Oil Money not even thinking
by the Admiral to build a Yale Key West Medical School on a
Eiffel Tower Structure.
Hemingway House Writing Class will write millions of Novels
about this futuristic iPhone007 Spy iapps!

Miami gas station hold up in 2000. 1980 was the Godsent
ElectricWindmillFord Escort!
12-17-14 Mary the Wives Christmas 2014 1984 II Genius of
Inspiration... Christmas 2014 and the Surveillance State
mistakes by the Top Brass that get "Cops + Women Killed" on
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mistakes by the Top Brass that get "Cops + Women Killed" on
Christmas Day 2014 and the troops can see the mistake by
the Top Brass but can't complain! Is Dash Cams with mic +
Speaker that can see + smell, drunks + drugs. Driver can talk
to the cop in the car behind them and everything is recorded
inside + outside the car. Super hearing and pan and zoom
cam too. Get your traffic ticket by Video Email, grin! Wives +
women also need the "Living Room Cam" monitored by
Homeland Security for murders, assaults, accidents! The Top
Brass just paid $10 Trillion to Pakistan Top Brass to build
100 New Nukes in time for Christmas 2014.
12-17-14 Malala Yousafzai, 145 dead 150 wounded
seriously. The attack had been retaliation for the 1984 II
USA's Dictators pick of the Nobel peace Prize winner Malala
Yousafzai. Pakistani Taliban’s war motives are $777 Trillion
in oil Revenues and 100's of New Nukes Pakistan has built
this year and the NY Times will not report this. Same as the
African Men who hold up French Gas stations and sucker
punch a French women out of hate for the French Owned
Total Oil Company. Revenge on Women. Vietnam Vets raped
and killed women on Christmas Day 1969 to 1973 on orders
from the Top Brass to get revenge. "Joy" Rx Perfume Formula
is what the Nobel Guys should have given the Peace Prize for
not a CIA propaganda girl who will get others killed in cold
blood!!

12-17-14 Mary the Wives Inspiration... The Marines carnage
began with a drunk, drunk... cheering drones in Iran...
killing thousands of Iranian Wives at Christmas in a Moslem
Nation. Hate Crime of course! Allegations of murder and
torture made against British soldiers by Iraqi detainees were
"deliberate lies", a five-year public inquiry has ruled. British
Soldiers cheering the Drones Explosion on a house full of
women and children is a YouTube Video that will go viral
after the coup. On $777 Trillion that pays for MIT War Toys.
And the Mad Men who spend the Queens Stage 4 BC money
on War.
12-17-14 Mary the Wives Inspiration... The carnage began
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12-17-14 Mary the Wives Inspiration... The carnage began
around 3:30 a.m. Monday in Souderton, where cops say
Stone, armed with a gun and a “cutting object,” killed his
ex-wife’s sister, Patricia Flick, her husband, Aaron Flick and
the couple’s 14-year-old daughter, Nina Flick. There, Stone
also gravely wounded 17-year-old Anthony Flick, who
remains hospitalized in very serious, but stable, condition
after fighting off the attacker, Ferman said. Stone then went
to Lansdale, where he murdered his ex-wife’s mother, Joanne
Hill, and grandmother, Patricia Hill, Ferman said. The
spree ended with the cold-blooded killing of Nicole Hill at
her apartment with the estranged couple’s children nearby.
Police found a cellphone with videos recorded by Stone near
the body, according to local reports. She would tell anybody
who would listen that he was going to kill her and that she
was really afraid for her life." Stone served in the Marines
between 2002 and 2008 and deployed at least once to Iraq.
He suffered from post-traumatic stress disorder... via killing
1,001 women + children in Iraq. Stone was in therapy as
part of his supervision for a DUI. Drunk Men in the USA
killed 19K women in 2014. Yes the Top Brass know all about
this and refuse to use Homeland Security to save 19K
women's lives. Wow!!

12-17-14 Mary the Wives Inspiration... 99% of the
Conversations are about 1,001 Invention Projects that will be
pre-loaded on Macbook Air + Pro not Windows 10.
12-17-14 Mary the Wives Christmas 2014 1984 II Genius of
Inspiration...
12-17-14 Mary the Wives Christmas 2014 1984 II Genius of
Inspiration...
iPhone007 Spy + will scan all callers for STD's + sex with kids,
number of sex partners... For gonorrhea, there were 333,004
reported cases. 52% of men who have sex with men with
syphilis also had HIV. primary and secondary syphilis rose
12% in 2013, compared with 2013 -- from 9.2 to 10.3 cases per
100,000 men -- while the rate among women remained
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100,000 men -- while the rate among women remained
unchanged at 0.9 cases per 100,000 women. syphilis cases
increased from 15,667 in 2012 to 17,535 in 2013. Women
continue to have the most reported infections -- some
993,348 cases of chlamydia in 2013. •Incidence, Prevalence,
and Cost of Sexually Transmitted Infections in the United
States. 19K women were murdered via STD's. Who gave who
what... beatings are never on the front page of the NY Times...
4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat they will be and I was right our 1984
II Numb Nuts Dictators have syphilis and other STD's + give
them to children. Time to order your iPhone007 Spy! As these
4 MD women when they become our 1984 II Dictators will
have everyone's STD's and number of sex partners pop up on
their state of the arts laser guided caller id of the future.
Hemingway House Writing Class will write millions of Novels
about this futuristic iPhone007 Spy iapps!

12-16-14 Christmas Godsend of the 1980
ElectricWindmillFord Escort ...
12-16-14 Dash Cams with mic + speakers for LA Police... body
cams are not as state of the arts and laser guided as Dash
Cams with Mic + speakers for Police!!
12-16-14 Every Los Angeles police officer will soon be
equipped with a body camera, Mayor Eric Garcetti
announced Tuesday. Garcetti said at a press conference that
the department will buy 7,000 on-body cameras for Los
Angeles Police
12-16-14 Christmas Godsend of the 1980
ElectricWindmillFord Escort ... Dash Cams with mic +
speakers so the cops can see, hear, talk to you!! Verizon Cell
Towers put into Low Orbit Satellites will give us and them cell
coverage everywhere on Earth...

iPhone007 built into the MacBook Pro - Pre-loaded with
1,001 Invention Projects with links to click on... Full NY Times
Paris Gas Cars Story at the end of todays 12-16-14 web below!
Remember when you read this everyone in it, Mayor
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Remember when you read this everyone in it, Mayor
President of France are 1984 II Numb Nut Dictators with
$777 Trillion in Swiss Banks. Kick backs and bribes from BP
Oil and Total Oil the French Gov. Owned Oil Company! NY
Times has no MD women to write about the 155 Story Yale
Paris Medical School or the Yale Key West Medical School
Godsends! via ElectricWindmillFord Escort...

Paris Gas Stations hold ups by African Men gave French
women 200 stitches you would never know about if I didn't
write about it here!!
12-16-14 Christmas Godsend of the 1980
ElectricWindmillFord Escort ... Paris 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat...
155 Story Yale Paris Medical School built on an Eiffel Tower
Structure collides with French Men Addicted to $777 Trillion
in African Oil Money, their Godsend spent on SWF sex slaves,
drugs, fine wines... not 155 Story Yale Paris Medical School
built on an Eiffel Tower Structure were the medical students
are paid a salary more than cadets at West Point USA.
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are paid a salary more than cadets at West Point USA.
12-16-14 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... A plan to limit cars in
Paris collides with French politics. When the mayor here
detailed plans to ban diesel and other vehicles from the
center of Paris by 2020, she framed the measures as a public
health imperative in a country that has grown increasingly
worried about the quality of its air
12-16-14 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... JUMP START for Christmas
2014!!!! Christmas Godsend of the 1980 ElectricWindmillFord
Escort ... "The Taliban Massacres Students in Pakistan"
'Female Presence in the Church Is Needed' Dr Pope a women
and Gods best invention!! Female MD's are needed to replace
our 1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators who have syphilis in the
brain. "Out of Africa" French Oil $ movie... 52 Nearest Stars
for Christmas 2014. Billions of Pakistan men get 72 Virgins
each for Christmas. Only way to win out over 72 Virgins is
have the CIA hackers confiscate their $777 Trillion. 72
Virgins might not want them poor. Working 16 hour days on
the Ford assembly line... 24/7 Christmas Day 2014 work for
Greg + Mary brainstorming Stage 4 Rx Cure. Hunger Games,
Stage 4 women at Christmas this year are starving for
Comcast NBC Dr. Nancy's 24/7 coverage of our
"Brainstorming Dialog" with clips from Dr. Nancy!!

iPhone007 Spy + will scan all callers for STD's + sex with kids,
number of sex partners... For gonorrhea, there were 333,004
reported cases. 52% of men who have sex with men with
syphilis also had HIV. primary and secondary syphilis rose
12% in 2013, compared with 2013 -- from 9.2 to 10.3 cases per
100,000 men -- while the rate among women remained
unchanged at 0.9 cases per 100,000 women. syphilis cases
increased from 15,667 in 2012 to 17,535 in 2013. Women
continue to have the most reported infections -- some
993,348 cases of chlamydia in 2013. •Incidence, Prevalence,
and Cost of Sexually Transmitted Infections in the United
States. 19K women were murdered via STD's. Who gave who
what... beatings are never on the front page of the NY Times...
4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat they will be and I was right our 1984
II Numb Nuts Dictators have syphilis and other STD's + give
them to children. Time to order your iPhone007 Spy! As these
4 MD women when they become our 1984 II Dictators will
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4 MD women when they become our 1984 II Dictators will
have everyone's STD's and number of sex partners pop up on
their state of the arts laser guided caller id of the future.
Hemingway House Writing Class will write millions of Novels
about this futuristic iPhone007 Spy iapps!

Miami gas station hold up in 2000. 1980 was the Godsent
ElectricWindmillFord Escort!
12-16-14 Christmas Godsend of the 1980
ElectricWindmillFord Escort ... Israel's Arrow 3 missile shield
fails interception test: sources AND STAGE 4 Breast Cancer in
Israeli Women since Israel was born... brain dead to cancers
+ diseases!
12-16-14 Christmas Godsend of the 1980
ElectricWindmillFord Escort ... Taliban gunmen stormed a
military-run school in the northwestern Pakistani city of
Peshawar on Tuesday, killing 126 people, officials said, in
the worst attack to hit the country in years. Pakistan spent
$10 Trillion of the $777 Trillion on new Nukes for Christmas
2014 and the NY Times had to kill this story from the front
page.
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12-16-14 Christmas Godsend of the 1980
ElectricWindmillFord Escort ... PENNSBURG, Pa. (AP) - A
woman who told neighbors she feared her ex-husband would
kill her was among six people found fatally shot in three
suburban Philadelphia homes, and her Marine veteran
former husband was on the run...

12-16-14 Christmas Godsend of the 1980
ElectricWindmillFord Escort ... Deputies, police and federal
agents allegedly found 10 kilograms of cocaine, 7.5 grams of
crack cocaine, two pounds of marijuana, about 2,100 Xanax
pills, about 1,300 oxycodone pills, more than $250,000 in
cash, and 700 short lobster tails when they raided the
property on 6th Street, as well as a shed off Maloney Avenue
and a commercial fishing boat, according to government
reports. The courtroom was full of family and supporters,
including Stock Island Lobster Co. owner Peter Bacle, who
told Martinez that Soca Jr. was one of the hardest working
fishermen on his docks, that he views him as a son, and that
Soca Jr. will have a job when he is released from prison.
12-16-14 Christmas Godsend of the 1980
ElectricWindmillFord Escort ... Dash Cams with mic +
speakers so the cops can see, hear, talk to you!!
12-16-14 Christmas Godsend of the 1980
ElectricWindmillFord Escort ...

PARIS — When the mayor here detailed plans to ban diesel
and other vehicles from the center of Paris by 2020, she
framed the measures as a public health imperative in a
country that has grown increasingly worried about the
quality of its air.

But if passed by the City Council after debate in February,
the proposals could also bring about what few other big
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the proposals could also bring about what few other big
cities have been able to accomplish: keeping a large portion
of vehicles out of parts of the city center.
From <http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/>
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